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10 'INTRODUCTION: 

Watheroo Magnetic Observatory is 120 miles North 
of 'Perth, Western Australia, and has been associated with 
otudies of geomagnetism, earth currents, the ionosphere, 
atmospheric electricity and cosmic noise since its inception 
in 19180 To obtain resordings for the study of earthquakes, 
crustal structure and microseisms a seismograph was installed 
in October, 1954. After numerous tests and modifications the 
instrument proved unsatisfactory and was removed to the BoM.R. 
laboratories for rebuilding. No routine recordings were 
ob~ained with this instrument at Watheroo. 

As plans for building a seismological station at 
Mundaring (25 miles E of Perth) were in an advanced stage no 
further seismological work was contemplated for the Watheroo 
Ob~ervatory. However, when in 1958 another instrument became 
available a special effort was made to produce some seismic 
data during the I.G.Y. A short period, vertical component 
high magnification seismograph was then installed at a temporary 
site 10 miles E of Watheroo on the pre-cambrian shield area. 
Recording was commenced on April 1st, 1958. 

Given in this report are details concerning both the 
Watheroo Magnetic Observatory and proposed Mundaring station. 

2. THE W .M. O. ST1~T ION: 

Instrumentation: The first instrument installed was the 
Blumberg seismograph, which has a variable capacitance 
sei$mometer coupled by an amplifier to a pen recorder. 
routine recordings were obtained with this instrument it 
not be further described. 

Leet-

As no 
will 

The instrument installed at the site 10 miles E of the 
Observatory is a vertical component short period (Benioff) 
variable reluctance seismometer coupled to a standard Willmore 
portable recorder. The set is shown in Fig.1 and the par
ticulars of the component parts of the seismograph are as 
follows:-

Seismometer free period 1.0 second. Critically Damped. 
Galvanometer free period 0.25 second. Critically Damped. 
Magnification - Estimated maximum available CD) 30,000 

at 1 c.p.s. 
Paper - Photographic - KODAK High Speed Normal RP.30. 

300 x 450 mm. 
Paper speed 52 roms/minute 

1/3 full available magnification was normally used as 
the :microseism amplitudes were generally too great to permit 
full gain. 

Time marks were put on the record by deflection of the 
galvanometer at minute intervals by a Mercer Chronometer with 
electrical contacts. This time mark was omitted at each hour. 
To find the correction to be applied to the chronometer time to 
obtain G.M.T. aural comparison with W.W~v. radio Signals were 
made once each day. For greater accuracy in this correction 
a morse key was manually operated simultaneously with the W.W.V. 
second pips, and galvanometer deflections were caused each time 
the key was depressed. Thus ·~he chronometer correction could 
the:q be obtained by comparison of the chronometer time marks 
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anq the manual time marks. The accuracy of timing an event 
was estimated' to be approximately to.2 seconds, mainly owing to 
observer error in comparing W.W.V. with chronometcr~ and slight 
unmeasured changes in chronometer rate. 

The recorder was powered by two 6V 
one, of which was exchanged and charged daily. 
routine consisted of changing the photographic 
battery, and aural time comparis on. 

accumulators, 
Thus the daily 

record and the 

(b) The Site: The W.M.O. lies within the Perth Coastal basin 
about five miles west of its enstern margin - nnmely the Darling 
Scarp. At the Observatory it is probablc thot 20,000 ft. of 
sedimentary rocks cxist, whilst to the east of the Darling Scarp 
is the vast Australian pre-Cambrian shield where outcrops arc" 
the typical igneous and metamorphic rocks associated with such 
shield areas. Being situated on 'such a d'eep sedimentary 
section the W.M.O. is not a good site for a seismological 
station~ hence a site (on the shield area) about 2 miles east 
of the Darling Scarp was selected. The station is situated on 
a low ridge formed by outcropping quartzite. The ridge is less 
weathered than surrounding areas, is very stony with occasional 
mas$ive boulders and has practically no soil cover. No trees 
are growing in the area, the only vegetation being scrub up to 
10 feet high. 

o The position of this station is 300 18.6'S 
116 OO.g'E, the elevation is approximately 800 feet above sea 
lev~l, and the distance from the nearest coastline is 60 miles. 
No interference from traffic on the nearest railway (2 miles 
distant) or nearcst road (1/2 mile distant) was noted on 
seismograms from this station. 

(c) The Seismograph Installation: A concrete slab 6' x 4' x 3n 

was poured onto an outcrop of quartzite rock, which is either 
a very large boulder or is solid rock unweathered below the land , 
surface. After first putting the Benjoff vertical seismometer 
in position on the slab a small plywood box 6' x 4' X 3' was 
built ~round it. To surround this box structure a galvanised 
iron shed was built such that the walls of the two structures 
were 18" apart. This gap between inner and outer walls was 
subsequently filled with loosely crumpled paper, straw etc. to 
prov~de insulation for the inner instrument compartment on the 
concrete slab. 

, To reducc the diurnal temperature variation further 
in this compartment, the building was situated close to a small 
cliff .face which shielded it from the direct sunlight during the 
afternoon. In the southern end of the building a small door 
was provided for access to the inner chamber. . 

Although intended only as a temporary structure 
this ;building has been most satisfactory. Thermograph records 
from within the seismic hut showed temperature ranges only one 
thirq of the corresponding ranges measured in a nearby standard 
screen. During the first two months operation with varying 
weather conditions the seismograph only once rccorded wind 
vibration, when wind velocities were approximately 35 knots. 

3. THE MUNDARING STATION. 

(a) The Testing of Site for Seismic Vault. 

The area available for a site for the seismic vault 
to be built at Mundaring, Western Australia, is in the catchment 
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area ~f the Mundaring Weir. The site is 30 miles frem the eceaI\ . 
5 miles frem the nearest railway, 2-1/2 frem read and has an 
elevatien ef approximately 600'. It is 10 miles east ef the 
Darling Scarp, which was referred to. in cenjunctien with the 
repert en the Watheree statien. No. detailed geelegical 
examinatien was made at the time ef selectien ef the site seme 
years age, but several large granite eutcreps are . visible in 
the area, and geelegical advice was to. the effect that there 
weuld be no. great difficulty in finding solid reck ~..:t shallew 
depth, en which to. set feundatiens fer the instrument piers. 
The , prepesed structure is a cencrete vault, with piers iselated 
frem the fleer and meunted directly en the reck. 

In the first place a site was selected by Werks 
Department, mainly fer cenvenience in censtructien, and this 
was agreed to. subjeet to. test drilling. The test heleshewed 
no. reck to. a depth ef 21 feet. Further tests near eut
crepping granite shewed steep slepes ef the sub-surface reck 
surface, and deubt arese as to. whether the eutcrops were 
iselated beulders. ' 

Therefere it was planned to. carry eut an electrical 
resistivity survey to. lecate centinueus sub-surface reck. 

A geelegical recennaissance ef the area shewed that 
a lateritic cap cevers mest ef the nerthern part ef the area. 
This generally indicates deep weathering (60-100 feet) ever 
granite. Granite is expesed in the seuthern and western 
sectiens; it is extensively sheared, and is intersected by 
basic dykes. BasiC intrusive recks eccur aleng the seuthern 
limit ef the area remete frem any granite eutcreps. 

These basic recks are generally fairly deeply 
weathered and effer no. firm feundatiens. 

As the result ef the greund reSistivity surveys it 
became apparent that granite in the shear zenes has been 
cemented with hard weather resistant material, thus welding the 
sepa~ate beulders into. an extensive and ceherent mass pretected 
frem decempesitien. The unsheared granite en the other hand 
has been subject to. normal weathering, with subsequent fermatien 
ef a: large depth of clay cevered by a thin cap of laterite. 

It was decided to build the pier en the cemented 
shear zone as this was ~he enly sel~d reck in the area. The 
pesition selected is 31 58.7S 116 12.7E 

(b) Preposed Vault. 

The propesed seismolegical building consists of an 
underground concrete vault, with piers iselated from the fleor 
and meunted directly on the reck. The dimension ef thereem 
to. heuse beth recorders and seismemeters is 25' x 10'. This 
building is fully described in Plate 2. 

(c) Instrumentation: 

. . Installatien ef ene vertical component and two. 
herizental comp')nent variable reluctance Benioff seismemeters 
with a free peried of 1 second, is planned. Each seismemeter 
is to. be ceupled to. a leng period (14 second) galvanometer, 
and a short peried (1/4 second) galvanometer. Benioff 
recorders will be used in cenjunction with the seismemeters. 
The paper speed will be 6Omm/minute fer short period recerds 
and )0 mm/minute for the leng peried recerd. . 
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An nutomatic radio time signal will print standard 

times on the records several times daily • ' \ 

4. PUBLICATIONS 

Provisional bulletins will be issued monthly to the 
International Central Seismological Bureau and to Australian 
Sei~mological Stations. These should be completed within a 
mont,h of the period fer which analysf)s are made and will include 
times and identities of most obvious phases, direction of initial 
ground motion and relative amplitude of the major phases. 
Plans for a final Bulletin are not yet complete. 

5. RESULTS TO DATE 

At the time this report was written the seismograph 
had ,'been running for 2-1/2 months. In this period the only 
missing record was due to the time taken for record changing 
and to a minor breakdown of the film cassette, which allowed 
light to enter and spoil parts of a record. 

Seismograms show local activity in two regions within , 
200 kms of the observatory. Tremors, which probably originate \ 
at a', region near Brookton have occurred Of.!, an average of once 
per day, and preliminary examination of the records from these 
trem,ors indicate a normal crustal thickness in the region SE of 
Watheroo. With roving seismic stations it would be possible to 
use this source of activity to establish time -distance curves 
and ~easure the earth's crustal thickness. 

Another interesting feature of the seismograms are 
the records of severa~ eartgquakes with small magnitude which 
occur in the range 10 - 20 from Watheroo. The position of 
these has yet to be established, but the most probable location 
is ip the Indian Ocean. The T-phase from two earthquakes with 
unknown origin has been noted on seismograms, and will also 
provtde an interesting study whep more dat~ is availab,le. 
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